Congratulations to the 2019 University Writing Awards Recipients!

The 2019 University Writing Awards Committee is pleased to announce the following recipients:

Graduate:
- Aza Pace (English) Poetry, “Portrait of My Mother as Circe”
- Joshua Zimmerer (English) Creative Fiction, “Listen Up”
- Megan Arlett (English) Creative Non-Fiction, “On Castration”
- Brett Armes (English) Scholarly, “Closing the Eyes: ‘Bartleby, the Scrivener’ as Bartleby, the Replica”

Undergraduate:
- Xaviera Hernandez (English) Poetry, “I don’t like to talk about the first time you died, Papa”
- Yvonne Tran (English) Creative Fiction, “Prodigy”
- Sarah Ulery (English) Creative Non-Fiction, “Springboards and Wings”
- Danielle Kotrla (English) Scholarly, “The Impossible to Understand, Peculiar Case of Women: Female Agency and Feminist Concerns in Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes”